BEAST FORM STAKE
INSTALLATION GUIDE

BEAST FORM STAKE
FEATURES AND BENEFITS
✔ SpeedTrack™ Fastening Grooves allow you to place a screw or a nail anywhere along the length of the Stake. No more hunting for pre-drilled nail holes.
✔ Lightweight, faster and easier to use than old-style screed pad posts. **Crews save time and labor.**
✔ Can be used with Beast® Foot as part of the Stego® vapor barrier-safe forming system which meets ASTM E1643 requirements. **Preventing punctures in the vapor barrier.**

BEAST FORM STAKE
INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS FOR CONCRETE FORMWORK

1. Ensure the press-fit center hub of Beast Foot is positioned in line with the form to be set. (Tip: pulling a string line or snapping a chalk line can be a helpful aid).
2. Remove the pull tab and install Beast Foot on a clean, dry vapor barrier.
3. Apply downward pressure for 5 to 10 seconds; Beast Foot’s engineered adhesive is pressure sensitive. (Tip: In cold weather, extra time may be needed while applying pressure).
4. Install Beast Form Stake into the press-fit center hub of Beast Foot; be mindful of the positioning of the fastening grooves.
5. Fasten the Beast Form Stake to the form with a duplex nail or self-tapping screw. (Use up to 8D duplex or up to #8 screw).
6. Spacing to be determined by the contractor depending on the depth of the concrete. (Follow standard construction practices; however, spacing should not exceed 3’ to 4’).
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For lateral bracing, position Beast Foot so a 45-degree angle is established between the form and Beast Form Stake. Beast Form Stake threads onto the "Side Boss" of Beast Foot for form bracing. (Tip: Attach Beast Form Stake and mark position prior to removing Pull Tab).

Remove the Pull Tab and apply Beast Foot to the vapor barrier, remembering to apply downward pressure.

Secure form in position using a nail or screw. (The 18” length of Beast Form Stake will allow a maximum form height of 12” to top of form – above the vapor barrier).

Beast Form Stakes can be removed once concrete has set sufficiently to hold its own shape. (Beast Form Stakes are designed to be reusable).

Fill and repair any voids in the concrete as necessary once the Beast Form Stakes have been removed.

Once concrete has dried on Beast Form Stake, strike it against a hard surface to loosen the concrete buildup. Rub off the remaining concrete with a glove or dry rag. The fastening grooves should be kept free from excess concrete buildup.

Beast Form Stake can also be used with Beast Foot and Beast Hook as a vapor barrier-safe 2x4 screed system.

All installation notes are intended to be a quick reference guide; they are not intended to replace the full Beast Screed Installation Instructions available on the Stego website.

Please contact us to get in touch with the nearest Stego representative. We look forward to working with you on your next project. 877-464-7834 | www.stegoinustdustries.com